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$718,000

Clyde, ELISTON ESTATE: Nestled in the prestigious Eliston Estate in Clyde, this captivating 4-bedroom family home

epitomizes a seamless blend of contemporary comfort and convenience. Boasting a prime location in proximity to

essential amenities, this residence offers an ideal haven for discerning families seeking an elevated lifestyle experience.

Immerse yourself in the allure of modern elegance and unparalleled convenience in this distinguished property.Radiating

sophistication, functionality, and ease, this home presents an unparalleled living atmosphere in a dynamic and immensely

desirable area. Upon entry, you're welcomed into the epitome of modern opulence. With four bedrooms, including a

luxurious master suite, this residence encapsulates refined elegance. The master bedroom functions as a secluded

sanctuary, featuring a decadent full ensuite exuding luxury, complemented by a spacious walk-in robe. The supplementary

bedrooms are meticulously designed with built-in robes, guaranteeing abundant storage and convenience for all

residents.At the very heart of this meticulously crafted residence lies a seamless fusion of practicality and luxury, where a

versatile family dining area effortlessly melds with an adaptable Theatre room, promising moments of both relaxation

and entertainment in equal measure. Anchoring this space of refined living, the kitchen exudes sophistication with its

captivating features, including exquisite stone benchtops and an expansive island that beckons for culinary creativity to

flourish. Adjacent, the butler's pantry emerges as a hallmark of convenience, offering ample storage to streamline

everyday tasks and elevate the joy of cooking to new heights. From intimate family gatherings to sophisticated soirées,

this home epitomizes elegance, providing an irresistible invitation to indulge in the art of modern living at its

finest.Embrace the serenity of outdoor living in the thoughtfully designed low-maintenance front and rear yards, where

every corner invites tranquillity and enjoyment. Delight in the ease of upkeep, allowing for more time to bask in the

beauty of your surroundings. The double garage not only offers secure parking for vehicles but also ensures seamless

entry into the home, providing an added layer of convenience and peace of mind. Whether unwinding in the peaceful

garden or effortlessly transitioning from car to interior, every detail of this home is tailored to elevate your lifestyle

experience.Main Features of the Property: 4 Bedrooms Master with Full Ensuite Walk in Robe Built-in

Robe Family Dining Area Theatre Room Open Plan Kitchen Stone Benchtops Butler’s Pantry Top Quality

Appliances Formal Lounge Low Maintenance Garden Alarm System Laundry Linen Cupboards Heating:

Yes Cooling: Yes Dishwasher: Yes Downlights: Yes Chattels: All Fittings and Fixtures as Inspected as Permanent

Nature Deposit Terms: 10% of Purchase Price Preferred Settlement: 30/45/60 DaysThis residence's prime location is

a standout feature, positioned conveniently, close to all the amenities: Shopping on Clyde Complex Pasadena Fenced

Dog Park Eliston district Park playground Medical Facilities Daycares and Childcare Centers Primary and

Secondary SchoolsIn essence, this young residential gem in Clyde's ELISTON ESTATE epitomizes luxurious living in a

dynamic community, offering an unmatched combination of comfort, style, and convenience for discerning homeowners.

Properties like this sell in the blink of an eye, Call YOUR AREA SPECIALIST HARDEEP SINGH today and book a

viewing.PHOTO ID REQUIRED AT OPEN HOMES.Every care has been taken to verify the accuracy of the details in this

advertisement, however, we cannot guarantee its correctness. Prospective purchasers are requested to take such action

as is necessary, to satisfy themselves of any pertinent matter.


